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Objective:

Develop a three-dimensional representative form.
Understand the difference between two dimensional and three
dimensional.
Develop fine motor skills.
Understand pattern as a tool to complete and add interest to a
work of art.
Create a usable piece of artwork.

Key words:

Three dimensional, two dimensional, pattern, fish, basket, slab

Materials:

Self-hardening clay
Non-washable paint
Variety of brushes - different sizes
Glossy spray varnish

Instructions:

Sharpened pencil
Ball of newspaper or paper no
bigger than a child’s fist
String, ribbon or yarn for hanging
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Fish on the Wall

1. Have children look through pictures of fish either on 9. Using their pencil and extra clay they can now begin
the internet or in books.
adding pattern designs and special features to their fish
2. Once they have looked at a few examples, they can and “basket”. Try to remind them not to press too hard,
they do not want to slice through the clay. Pattern is
begin with the clay.
repeated shapes and forms, for example, circle, square,
3. Roll a medium sized slab. A slab is a flat piece of clay, circle, square.
pancake thickness or a little thicker.
10. Once, pattern has been added, use the pencil to
4. Once the slab is rolled, children can use a pencil to punch two holes through the top of the fish, this is where
lightly draw their fish. After the fish has been drawn lightly, string or ribbon will go to hang their fish basket.
help your child cut their fish out of the slab by going over
11. Allow to dry.
their line harder with a pencil.
5. After the fish is cut out, make a second slab. Cut this 12. Once dry, remove paper ball and begin painting.
Allow paint to dry.
slab into a half circle, close to the size of the fish.
6. Place the paper ball in the center of the fish and lie the
half circle over the ball. The round part of the half circle
should be toward the bottom of the fish. If you need to add
more paper or reduce some, do so before doing the next
step. The paper ball should make a basket-like design on
top the fish and should not be cracking the clay.
7. After the “basket” is made, attach it to the fish by blending the edges into each other.

13. When paint is dry, coat the fish basket with a brush-on
or spray glossy varnish (adults need to do this step).

14. Once varnish is dry, tie on ribbon and hang in a
special spot. Fill with flowers, a plant or something even
more creative.
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8. Leave the paper ball inside the basket until clay dries.
For more lesson, activities
and coloring pages visit:
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